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From Brownfield
to Sunfield

Former Mine Site Gets
New Life as BC's Largest
Solar Power Plant

Kimberley’s 300 days of sunshine a year make it the perfect
spot for deploying the latest in photovoltaic technology
Robin J. Miller

GADGETS AND FABRICS GO HIGH TECH
Vancouver Projects Advance the Promise of Wearable Technology
Robin J. Miller
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Most people visit Kimberley for the snow; now, perhaps,
they’ll visit for the solar power.
On June 22, 2015, the city flipped the switch on the
4,032 solar-cell modules mounted on 96 trackers that make
up SunMine, the first redevelopment of a former industrial
site into a solar plant in Canada, and BC’s largest-ever
solar project. It’s also the first solar project in BC to sell
power to the BC Hydro grid, and the first and only solar
plant owned and operated by a Canadian municipality.
That’s a lot of firsts, but get ready: there are more.
SunMine is also the first Canadian solar project
actively supported by a mining company. Located in the
southeastern Rockies, Kimberley’s growth as a city was
largely due to a small band of prospectors who, in the late1800s, discovered what would later be named the Sullivan
Mine. It was the largest lead and zinc mine in Canada for
much of the last century and the largest underground mine
in Canada entirely within city limits.
When the Sullivan Mine was decommissioned by its
owner, Teck Metals Inc., in 2001, after more than 90
years of operation, the 4,000-hectare mine site included
just over 1,000 hectares of “brownfield” or disturbed
land. While Teck successfully worked to reclaim it, the
disturbed land, by law, can only be used for certain
limited purposes.

Fortunately for Kimberley, Michel de Spot, P.Eng.,
president and CEO of Vancouver-based non-profit
EcoSmart Inc., thought there might be another use for
this particular hillside. He had noted that the region
gets more than 300 days of sunshine every year. In 2008,
he approached both Teck Resources and Jim Ogilvie,
Kimberley’s mayor at the time, with a proposal: why not
turn the brownfield into a solar field?
“We team up with industry and government to develop
projects that further sustainability, particularly renewable
energy,” says de Spot about EcoSmart. “We could see that
this site could work for a solar field—it gets a great amount
of sunshine, one of the highest amounts in Canada—so
we contacted Teck and the Kimberley mayor and council.
Teck paid for a business case study that showed how much
energy a solar photovoltaic plant could produce and how
much could potentially be returned to the city in revenue.
The council got behind the project 100%—they were super
supportive—but I also can’t say enough about Teck. They
not only provided the city with the land and access to their
infrastructure, they also helped fund the project. No other
mining company has done that, ever.”
“Teck is committed to supporting sustainable, vibrant
communities in the areas where we operate even long after
actual mining has ended,” says Teck’s Manager of Legacy
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Kimberley, BC, typically sees a lot of sun throughout the year, with
average solar energy yields for the area reaching up to 2,400 kWh/
kWp per year. Those sunny skies provided opportunity to transform the
decommissioned Sullivan Mine site into a 1.05-MW solar plant.
Map: 2-Axix Mounting. Contour Map ® EcoSmart 2014.
Photos: City of Kimberley
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Properties Bruce Donald. “SunMine is a great example of that,
and we’re proud to be contributing to the long-term prosperity
of Kimberley.”
Teck’s support helped tip the balance, says Kevin Wilson,
economic development officer for the City of Kimberley.
“Creating SunMine was an idea that fit with the entrepreneurial
spirit of this city. No one else has done this in Canada, so
it sends a message that this is a community willing to take
risks. But we also needed to show the people here that it was a
responsible idea, too.”
After several more years spent working with EcoSmart to
refine the original business plan, negotiate project ownership,
and develop a detailed project plan, the city then asked
Kimberley’s 6,700 residents for approval to borrow $2 million
to support SunMine’s development. An impressive 76% of
respondents voted yes. Kimberley then went on to work
out agreements with Teck, which contributed $2 million,
EcoSmart, which added a further $1 million through the
provincial government’s Innovative Clean Energy Fund, the
Columbia Basin Trust and the Southern Interior Development
Initiative Trust, and make an arrangement with BC Hydro
for selling the energy produced to the BC power grid. Only
then was the city was ready to move forward with design and
construction.
Elroy Switlishoff, P.Eng., of Jetson Consulting, acted for
Kimberley as the “owner’s engineer” throughout the planning,
design, and building stages. He says, “We actually benefited from
the amount of time it took to get to the construction phase, which
didn’t get underway until the summer of 2014. The initial design
used a central inverter for the solar trackers, but new technology
came along, and we ended up using a dual-axis tracking system
that takes advantage of sunlight throughout the day—the trackers
move to follow the sun, providing as much as 38% more energy
than a fixed system—with distributed inverter technology, which is
both less expensive and more efficient. Instead of one big DC-toAC converter the size of a garden shed, we have a bunch the size of
wheelbarrows, closer to the panels. One converter failing is not as
big an issue, and we can maintain them more easily.”
Other innovations include a software system that receives
updates every 15 minutes from the 32 wheelbarrow-sized
inverter stations so “we can see in an instant how much
electricity each inverter is producing, and whether a group
of panels is dirty or otherwise not working quite as well as it
should,” says Switlishoff. “I can bring up all that information,
plus the production numbers for the entire system, on my cell
phone, and we can get out to fix any problems faster.”
Even more significant is SunMine’s 1,000-volt DC string
configuration that Switlishoff calls “a step change” in solar
facility configuration.

SunMine’s solar panels are configured to allow up to 21
panels to be strung together, generating up to 1,000 volts
instead of the usual 600 volts, and using less copper wire
and electrical equipment. Photo: City of Kimberley

“Each solar panel puts out a certain amount of voltage,”
he says. “This configuration strings panels together head-totail to get 1,000 volts instead of the usual 600 volts. It’s much
more efficient, because we can string together more panels—
as many as 21 panels—with fewer strings.”
And fewer strings mean the 1,000-volt configuration
is also less expensive, because the project requires less
electrical equipment and less copper.
However, even with the best new technology in place,
there was still at least one substantial hurdle to clear before
the solar plant could finally go live.

“SunMine is a 1.05-megawatt solar plant,” says
Switlishoff. “It’s BC’s largest solar plant and only utilityscale solar farm, and BC Hydro’s interconnection process
was not well suited to address the unique requirements of
this project. They are a very capable group, but it was new
ground for them, and it took time and patience to work out
the details.”
Since SunMine began generating power last June, “a
little later than intended, but pretty well on budget and on
design,” says Switlishoff, “it has exceeded expectations and is
producing above its design production targets.”
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A dual-axis tracking system (left) that adjusts each panel’s
position to face the greatest amount of sun throughout the day
generates up to 38% more solar energy than fixed-panel systems,
and small DC-to-AC converters located close to the panels
(below) cost less than using one central converter, are easier to
maintain, and increase system flexibility, resilience and efficiency.
Photos: City of Kimberley

As a result, the City of Kimberley is receiving a tidy
$1,000 a day from BC Hydro for its contributions to
the provincial power grid. Those contributions equal
about enough electricity to power 200 BC homes.
Enough land and transmission capacity remain to
generate as much as 200 megawatts of additional solar
power, if and when BC Hydro is prepared to take it.
SunMine and its owner are now basking in the
attention the project has received from around
the province. Not only did SunMine win the 2015
APEGBC Sustainability Award, which recognizes
engineering and geoscience contributions to the well
being of human life and ecosystems, the Union of BC
Municipalities also presented the City of Kimberley
with a Community Excellence Award for Leadership
and Innovation in Green Initiatives, while Clean
Energy BC named it Community of the Year. And
there may well be more awards—and even more
visitors to Kimberley—in the future.
“Somebody had to be first,” says Kimberley’s Kevin
Wilson. “We have demonstrated that it is possible
for a municipality to do this. We hope it’s one more
reason for people to invest in us, to visit, or even to
relocate here.” v
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